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Peer39: 
a global independent data 
and intelligence company
We help brands and advertisers access the safest, highest-quality, 
most contextually relevant inventory at unmatched scale through Page-Level IntelligenceTM

Full-page level 
analysis goes well 
beyond the 
epicenter of the 
page. 

Peer39 goes beyond keywords and phrases, pioneering a holistic approach to 
contextual ad targeting. Combining artificial intelligence with natural language 
processing (NLP) and machine learning (ML) algorithms, we analyze every 
element of pages: technical attributes such as URL, page layout, page type 
(homepage, section page, social media), as well as page quality, language, 
text-to-ad ratio, video size, and comments. Our full page-level analysis identifies 
page topic, sentiment, safety, suitability,  and quality—in any language. 

 In response to over 350+ billion daily bid requests, we analyze over 450 million 
unique webpages and return attribute results in milliseconds. Our extensive data 
set of more than 600+ granular categories comes from more than a decade of 
analyzing  webpages—creating a continuous loop of knowledge that 
exponentially improves categorization, automatically updating categories.

Website content changes varies from page to page; we re-crawl previously seen 
web pages every 2 hours (other solutions range from 4 hours to 30 days) to 
ensure classifications represent live content. All pages in our system expire after 
24 hours, only processing pages that are showing up in RTB auctions each day.

Plan, build and manage custom categories using a planning tool set that offers 
forecasting providing insights and impression opportunities to inform campaign 
strategy.   Quickly build and activate distinctive categories based on keywords, 
URLs, or “safe from” keywords (“safe from” categories are sets of keywords that 
the advertiser wishes to avoid)—in ALL languages. 

Leverage Peer39 data everywhere you buy, across all programmatic inventory.

We have categories for CTV that provide advertisers with clear options for 
buying OTT inventory on CTV devices, giving a granular level of detail and 
control. Identify how many OTT requests are available overall— across each OTT 
service or device, a particular network or cable channel, or target inventory by 
content category, and avoid unsuitable content.

Data of 
unmatched global 
scale, and 
recency

Fourteen  reasons why Peer39 is the right choice:
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Available  
everywhere
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90% of URLs are new each day. Peer39's proprietary first-look technology 
provides a contextual understanding for new URLs immediately, and a full 
semantic analysis within 5 minutes. The result is Peer39 data is applicable on up 
to 40% more inventory than competitors. 

Curated industry-specific safety categories allow you to select a single safety 
segment relevant to each vertical–Airline, Automotive, Clothing, Oil, 
Pharmaceutical and Travel. 

We can identify pages with technical attributes that help differentiate quality 
inventory such as content-rich environments, pages with user-generated 
content or social media activity, number of ads per  page, or video player size and 
location. 

Peer39 is the only data provider with a deep understanding of page-level 
sentiment (i.e., positive or negative). Layering sentiment targeting on top of 
semantic categorizations allows media buyers to find brand-relevant content, 
while also ensuring that the content is positive in nature. 

 Pre-bid brand safety ensures maximum safety up-front by blocking undesirable 
content without relying on keywords, and increases scale by allowing safe 
content that others may avoid without full-text analysis.  Layering Peer39 
technologies creates  a powerful brand safety strategy that is more efficient, 
privacy-friendly,  and globally compliant.

 The first-of-its-kind data marketplace built to provide advertisers with direct 
access to innovative cookie-free pre-bid contextual categories based on 
content, like web pages and apps, and ones focused on the context of physical 
location. 

 Using inputs from campaigns, Peer39 produces an analysis of brands' media 
distribution and performance across contextual signals, giving  a deeper 
understanding of where audiences are spending time and consuming content.  
Protect your first-party intelligence investment, and future-proof audience 
strategies by translating to proven contextual and keyword combinations.

Peer39 was built from the ground up with privacy in mind. We rely on our 
page-level semantic analysis to drive all our data attributes. Nothing is 
user-based and cookies play no role in any of our data segments.  

Peer39 is 100% employee-owned. Others operate  under a larger umbrella 
where focus and innovation can be hard to come by. At Peer39, we are agile, 
nimble, and committed to a customer-first approach. 

Unique first- look 
technology for 
unrivaled scale

Page-quality

Industry-specific 
brand safety 
categories

9 Page-level 
sentiment

Independent 
customer-first 
focus

Multi-layer 
approach for 
brand safety and 
suitability

Privacy friendly 
and compliant 

For more information on how to get started:
Sales@Peer39.com
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First-party 
contextual 
onboarding


